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ABSTRACT 
For an arbitrary finite-dimensional central simple algebra A, we define central simple algebras 
s2A and X2A which are Brauer-equivalent to A @J A. Following an idea of Tamagawa, a correspon- 
dence between involutions on A and rational points on the Brauer-Severi varieties of s2Aop and 
X2Aop is established in a characteristic-free context. 
A correspondence between involutions on a central simple algebra over a 
field of characteristic different from 2 and rational points on certain associated 
Brauer-Severi varieties is established by Berele and Saltman in [5, Q 21, fol- 
lowing an idea of Tamagawa (unpublished). The aim of the present paper is to 
set up this correspondence in a characteristic-free context. We closely follow 
the exposition in [lo, Ch. I] (where the characteristic 2 case is excluded), with 
slightly different proofs. 
Let A be a finite-dimensional central simple algebra over a field F. Recall that 
a map 0 : A -+ A is an involution if a(x + y) = g(x) + a(y), a(xv) = fl(y)a(x) 
and g*(x) = x for all x, y E A. The involution (T is said to be oftheJirsr kindif its 
restriction to F is the identity. As we shall only consider involutions of the first 
kind, this condition will be implicitly assumed throughout the paper. Note that 
our main result (Theorem 11) has an analogue for involutions which do not leave 
the center elementwise invariant: the correspondence stablished by Deligne 
and Sullivan in [6, Appendix B] holds over fields of arbitrary characteristic. 
* Supported in part by the National Fund for Scientific Research (Belgium). 
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We denote by (A, c)+ and (A, u)_ the F-vector spaces of c-symmetric and 
~--skew-symmetric elements, respectively: 
(A,a)+={aEA~o(a)=a} (A, o)_ = {a E A 1 a(a) = -a}. 
Of course, (A, a), = (A, a)_ if char F = 2. 
1. TYPES OF INVOLUTIONS 
Let t denote the transposition involution on the matrix algebra M,,(F). For 
each invertible matrix u E M,(F), we denote by Int(u) : M,(F) + M,(F) the 
inner automorphism induced by u: 
Int(u)(x) = uxu-l for all x E M,(F). 
Every involution D on M,(F) has the form 
g = Int(u) 0 t 
for some invertible matrix u E M”(F) such that u1 = fu (see for instance [ll, 
Theorem 8.7.41). If char F # 2, we define the type of (T as +l if ur = u and - 1 if 
at = -u. Involutions of type +l (resp. -1) are also known as orthogonal (resp. 
synzplectic) involutions (see [ll, Definition 8.7.61). 
Proposition 1. Suppose charF # 2. The involution u on M,,(F) is orthogonal if 
and only if dim(M,,(F),a)+ = n(n + 1)/2; it is symplectic tf and only if 
dim(M,(F), c), = n(n - 1)/2. 
Proof. If (T = Int(u) o t, it is readily seen that 
u. (W@‘), t) 
(Mn(F)‘a)+ = {u. (M,(F), t,l 
’ 
;; ;: 1 :,. 
Since dimF(M,(F), t)+ = n(n + 1)/2 and dimF(M,(F), t)_ = n(n - 1)/2, the 
proposition follows. 0 
If char F = 2, then dimF(MJF), c)+ = n(n + 1)/2 for every involution g. 
However, one can also divide involutions into two different types, using a 
theorem of Albert. Set 
Alt,(F) = {m + rn’ 1 m E M,(F)}. 
The elements in Al&,(F) are called alternating matrices. 
Proposition 2. Suppose char F = 2. Let u E M,(F) be an invertible matrix such 
that u f = u. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a.1) u has a non-zero diagonal entry. 
(a.2) there is an invertible matrix c E M,(F) such that cuct is diagonal. 
(a.3) u 9 Alt,(F). 
Similarly, thefollowing conditions are equivalent: 
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(b. 1) all the diagonal entries of u are zero. 
(b.2) there is an invertible matrix c E M,,(F) such that 
cud= (1 *a. 0) whereJ= (y i). 
(b.3) u E Alt,(F). 
Proof. The equivalences (a.1) ti (a.3) and (b.1) ti (b.3) are clear. The equiv- 
alences (a.1) H (a.2) and (b.1) w (b.2) follow from a theorem of Albert [l] (see 
also [7, Theorem 201). EI 
Corollary 3. An invertible matrix is alternating ifand only zfits inverse is alter- 
nating. 
Proof. This follows from the equivalence (b.3) ti (b.2) in the preceding pro- 
position. 0 
The involution 0 = Int(u) o t on M,(F) is called orthogonal if conditions 
(a.l-3) of the preceding proposition hold; it is called symplectic’ if conditions 
(b.l-3) hold. 
The type of the involution can be determined from the a-symmetric elements: 
Proposition 4. Suppose char F = 2. The involution c is symplectic if and only if 
the trace of every u-symmetric matrix is zero: 
tr(m) = 0 for all m E (~&(F),(T)+. 
Proof. Let c = Int(u) o t. Every g-symmetric matrix has the form u . s for some 
(t-)symmetric matrix s. If eii denotes the matrix whose only non-zero entry is a 
1 at the i-th row and column, then tr(u . eii) is the i-th diagonal entry of u. 
Therefore, the condition that tr(u . eii) = 0 for all i implies that 0 is symplectic. 
Conversely, if u is symplectic, let u = v + v’ for some v E M,(F). For all 
symmetric matrix s, we have 
tr(v’ . s) = tr(s’ . v) = tr(s . v) = tr(v . s), 
hence 
tr((v + v’) .s) = 0. 
This shows that tr(m) = 0 for every c-symmetric matrix m. q 
Let now A be an arbitrary finite-dimensional central simple F-algebra and let 
c be an involution on A. If K is a splitting field of A, one can find an iso- 
morphism of K-algebras: 
cp:AmFK 2i M,(K) 
’ Knus-Parimala-Sridharan [9] call this type even symplectic. 
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for some integer II, called the degree of A, and denoted deg A. Clearly, 
dimF A = (deg A)‘. 
The isomorphism ‘p transports c to an involution 6 on M,(K); therefore, 
Proposition 1 shows that dim&c)+ = n(n f 1)/2 if charF # 2, whereas 
dimF(A, o)+ = n(n + 1)/2 if charF = 2. In the latter case, Proposition 4 shows 
that the reduced trace TrdA of every cr-symmetric element in A is zero if and 
only if the transported involution 6 is symplectic. 
Definition. The type of an involution 0 on a central simple F-algebra A of 
degree n is defined as follows: 
l IfcharF#2: 
0 is orthogonal or has type + 1 if 
n(n + 1) 
dimF(A, cr), = 2 
u is symplectic or has type - 1 if 
n(n - 1) 
dimF(A,a)+ = 2. 
l If charF = 2: 
u is orthogonal or has type 1 if TrdA(a) # 0 for some a E (A, a)+ 
o is symplectic or has type 0 if TrdA(a) = 0 for all a E (A, CT)+. 
The choice of type 1 and type 0 for involutions in characteristic 2 was suggested 
by M.-A. Knus; with this terminology, the following result holds in all char- 
acteristics: 
Proposition 5. If A and B are central simple F-algebras with involutions u, r of 
type E, 6 respectively, then the type of the involution CT C3 r on A @.F B is ~6. 
The easy proof is omitted. 
2. INVOLUTIONS AND IDEALS 
Let A be a finite-dimensional central simple algebra over a field F of arbi- 
trary characteristic. Let A”P = {a”P 1 a E A} denote the opposite algebra. There 
is a canonical isomorphism 
@ : A ‘8~ AoP li EndF(A) 
such that @(a @I b”P)(x) = axb. Composing this isomorphism with the canoni- 
cal map A 3 A”P, we get a bijective F-linear map 
Sand : A @F A 2i End&l). 
Let TrdA : A -+ F denote the reduced trace. Since F embeds in A, we may view 
TrdA as an endomorphism of A. Let g E A @F A denote the element such that 
Sand(g) = TrdA. 
This element satisfies: g2 = 1 and 
(1) g(a@ 1) = (1 @a)g for all a E A. 
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(See [8, p. 1121). If A = 44, (F), then 
g = 2 eii @f?ji 
i,j=l 
where eu is the matrix whose only non-zero entry is a 1 at the i-th row andj-th 
column. 
Following the approach in [5], [lo] (based on an idea of Tamagawa), we 
define a correspondence between involutions on A and ideals in A @F A. For 
every F-linear anti-automorphism c of A, we consider the map 
U’:A@FA+A 
defined by: 
(~‘(a @ b) = a(a)b for a, b E A. 
The map 0’ is A @‘F A-linear for the right A @‘F A-module structure defined by: 
x.(a@b)=a(a)xb forx,a,bEA; 
therefore, the kernel ker u’ is a right ideal of A @J’F A, which we denote by ZO: 
Z, = kera’. 
Since U’ is surjective, we have 
dimF Z, = dimF(A IBF A) - dimF A. 
On the other hand, ~‘(1 @a) = a for a E A, hence Z, n (1 CXI A) = (0). There- 
fore, 
Theorem 6. The map o H Z, defines a one-one correspondence b tween the anti- 
automorphisms of A and the right ideals Zof A @F A such that 
A@FA=Z@(~@A). 
Under this correspondence, involutions correspond to right ideals Z which contain 
1 f g. Zf char F # 2, involutions of type E (= fl) correspond to ideals Z which 
contain I - eg. Zf char F = 2, involutions of symplectic type correspond to ideals I
such that 
{a E A @‘F A 1 (1 - g)a = 0) C 1. 
Proof. To every right ideal Z c A @ A such that A 8 A = Z CD (1~ A), we as- 
sociate the map gI : A + A defined by projection of A 18 1 onto 1 @ A parallel 
to I: for a E A, q(a) E A is the unique element such that 
a@ 1 - I @a&z) E I. 
This map is clearly F-linear. Moreover, for a, b E A we have 
ab @ 1 - 1 @ or(b 
= (a @ 1 - 1 @ at(a)) . b @J 1 + (b @ 1 - 1 6 or(b)) . 1 @ or(a) E I, 
hence or(ab) = q(b)ur(a), p roving that uI is an anti-automorphism. 
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For every anti-automorphism u of A, we have 
a @3 1- 1 @ g(u) E 1, for all a E A, 
by definition of I,. Therefore, q, = (T. Conversely, suppose I c A @IF A is a 
right ideal such that A@A=I$(l@A). If u=Cuf@u~~keraf, then 
C ~z(u~)u~ = 0, hence 
u = c (u; 8 ui” - 1 @I a&+;) = c (ui’ @ 1 - 1 @3 aI(u;)) . (1 63 ui”). 
This shows that keraf is generated as a right ideal by elements of the form 
a @ 1 - 1 18 01(a). Since these elements all lie in I, by definition of ur, it follows 
that ker of c I; but these ideals have the same dimension, hence ker of = Z and 
therefore Zcr = I. 
We have thus shown that the maps u H Z, and Z H uz define reciprocal bi- 
jections between anti-automorphisms of A and right ideals in A ~3 A. 
In order to prove that involutions correspond to ideals containing 1 f g, we 
may extend scalars to a splitting field of A. Therefore, we may assume 
A=M,(F)andg=Cti=r eg@eji. 
Let D be an involution on A: 
0 = Int(u) 0 t 
for some invertible matrix u such that uf = EU with E = fl. If char F # 2, then E 
is the type of (T. A straightforward computation yields 
n 
U’(g) = C ueijueleji = E 5 eii = &. 
i,j= 1 i=l 
Therefore, 1 - eg E I,. 




gu E I. 
In particular, for all a E A we have 
g(u @ 1 - 1 @ Uz(u))g E I, 
hence, by (l), 
q(u) 63 1 - 1 @a E I. 
This shows c;(u) = a, hence cq is an involution. 
Suppose now char F = 2 In order to show that symplectic involutions cor- 
respond to ideals containing all the elements a E A @ A such that (1 - g)u = 0, 
we may again extend scalars to a splitting field and assume A = Mn(F) and 
g=Ctj=i eg@+.Fori,j,k,I= l,..., nwehave 
g-eij@ekl=ekj@eil; 
therefore the F-vector space of elements a E A ~3 A such that (1 - g)u = 0 is 
spanned by the elements eii @ eik and eii @ ek[ - ekj @ eu for i, j, k, I= 1, . . . , n. 
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Let (T = Int(u) o t be an involution of A. Let u = Ctj=i ugeg and z.-l = 
Cz j =, uk eg; a direct computation yields 
u’(eij @ ek/) = uejiu-'ek~ = 6 urj&er[ for i,j,k,Z= l,..., n. 
r=l 
Since u-l is symmetric, it follows that 
a’(eij ‘8 f?k[) = g'(ekj @ ei[) for i,j,k, Z = 1,. . . ,?z, 
hence q 8 ekl - ekj C3 eil E Z, for all i, j, k, 1= 1, . . . , n. On the other hand, 
o’(eg~ep)=~~i(~~u,e,X) fori,j,k=l,...,n. 
Therefore, Z, contains eii @ eik for all i, j, k = 1, . . . , n if and only if all the diag- 
onal entries of u-l are zero. According to Proposition 2, this condition is 
equivalent o: u-t E Al&,(F), hence also to: u E Altn(F), by Corollary 3. •I 
3. IDEALS AND BRAUER-SEVER1 VARIETIES 
In this section, we establish a correspondence between the set of right ideals 
containing a given ideal in a central simple algebra and the set of right ideals of 
a related algebra, and we translate this correspondence in terms of Brauer- 
Severi varieties. 
Let B be a finite-dimensional central simple algebra over an arbitrary field F 
and let J be a right ideal of B. Let Jo denote the (left) annihilator of J: 
J”={xEB1xj=OforalljEJ}. 
Similarly, we denote by I0 the (right) annihilator of any left ideal I: 
I0 = {x E B) ix = 0 for all i E I}. 
Iff E B is an idempotent such that J =f . B, then for all x E B, the condition 
x E Jo is equivalent to xf = 0, hence also to x = x( 1 -f ); therefore, Jo = 
B f (1 -f ). Similarly, (JO)’ = [l - (1 -f )] .B, hence 
(2) (JO)’ = J. 
We now fix some right ideal J in B and let B = Ends( Jo). Since Jo is a left ideal 
in B, we shall use the notation (x)f for the image of an element x E Jo under a 
B-module homomorphism f : Jo -+ Jo. For y E Jo, we denote by p,, : Jo + Jo 
multiplication on the right by y: 
(x)p,, = xy for x E Jo. 
If e is an idempotent in B such that Jo = B . e, then for all x E Jo and all f E & 
we have 




For every right ideal I c B containing J, we set: 
I={p,l_~~znJ~}. 
This set clearly is a right ideal in 8. 
Theorem 7. The map I H idefines a one-one correspondence between the right 
ideals in B containing Jand the right ideals in 8. 
Proof. Suppose Ii, I2 c B are right ideals containing J such that Ii c 4. Then 
for all yi E Ii n Jo there exists y2 E I2 n Jo such that pr, = pY2. For all x E Jo, 
we then have (x)pY, = (x)pY2, hence xyi = x)12. It then follows that 
x( yi - yr) = 0, hence yi - y2 E (Jo)’ = I. Since J c Iz, we have 
Yl = (VI -Y2) +y2 E 12. 
Thus, Ii c & implies Ii c I2. In particular, Ii = I; if and only if II = I2, proving 
that the map I H I is injective. 
In order to show that this map is onto, consider a right ideal K in I? and let 
U=(xEJO(pxfK}. 
The set I = U . B is a right ideal in B. We shall prove that I = K. 
Letf (resp. e) be an idempotent of B such that I = f. B (resp. Jo = B. e). We 
have 
InJ”=(f.B)n(B.e)=f.B.e=I.Jo. 
Since I = U . B and B. Jo = Jo, it follows that 
InJo = U.J”. 
Note moreover that for u E U and x E Jo we have 
pux = pu c px E K 
since K is a right ideal in I? Therefore, U . Jo = U, hence 
InJo = U. 
Then we have 
I= {pxlxE U} 
and the right-hand side is K, by definition of U. q 
If the algebra B is split: B = EndF( V), then every right ideal has the form 
{f E EndF(V) 1 imf c W} 
for some subspace W c V (see [4, $5.21). Abusing notations, we denote this 
ideal by HomF( V, W). Similarly, every left ideal of EndF( V) has the form 
{f E EndF(V) ( U c kerf} 
for some subspace U c V. This ideal is denoted HomF( V/U, V). 
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If J = HomF( V, W), then Jo = HomF( V/W, V) and multiplication on the 
right defines an F-algebra isomorphism: 
EndF( V/W) % EndB(J’). 
Identifying & with EndF( V/ W) through this isomorphism, the correspondence 
of Theorem 7 may be seen to associate to I = HomF( V, U), for U a subspace of 
V containing W, the ideal i = HomF( V/ W, U/W) in L% 
If B is an arbitrary finite-dimensional central simple F-algebra, recall that 
the degree of B is defined by: 
deg B = da, 
so that if B splits: B = EndF( V), then deg B = dimF V. The rank of a right ideal 
I c B is defined by: 
rank*=%, 
so that if B = EndF( V) and I = HomF( V, U), then rank Z = dimF U. 
With these definitions, inspection of the split case shows that if J is an ideal 
of rank r in a central simple algebra B of degree n, then the central simple al- 
gebra B = EndB(JO) has degree n - r, and in the correspondence of Theorem 7, 
ideals Z c B of rank m correspond to ideals f c j of rank m - r. 
Since right ideals of rank m in a central simple algebra B of degree n are mn- 
dimensional subspaces in a vector space of dimension n2, they correspond to 
points on a Grassman variety Gr(mn, n2). Recall from [3], [lo, Chapter I] that 
these ideals form a closed subvariety, known as the generalized Brauer-Severi 
variety BS,(B). (The ‘usual’ Brauer-Severi variety is BSi (B).) If B is split: B = 
EndF( V), then the correspondence U H HomF( V, U) between subspaces of V 
and right ideals in B defines an isomorphism of algebraic varieties: 
Gr(m, n) 2 BS,(EndF( V)). 
Therefore, the following corollary is clear in the split case: 
Corollary 8. If J is a right ideal of rank r in a central simple algebra B of degree n, 
the right ideals I c B of rank m containing Jform a closed subvariety of BS,(B) 
which is isomorphic under the correspondence of Theorem 7 to the Brauer-Severi 
variety BS,_,(Ends(Jo)). 
The proof in the general case is left to the reader. (Details will be found in [lo, 
Chapter I].) 
4. INVOLUTIONS AND BRAUER-SEVER1 VARIETIES 
We now combine the results of the preceding sections to set up the corre- 
spondence described in the Introduction. 
Let A be an arbitrary central simple algebra of degree n > 2 over a field F of 
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arbitrary characteristic. Let g E A @F A denote the special element defined in 
Section 2. We define: 
s2A = EndAe,4(([(1 -g). (A@A)]‘) 
and 
X2A=End~e~((A@A).(1 -g)). 
It follows from the definition that s2A and X2A are central simple algebras 
which are Brauer-equivalent to A 8’~ A. 
Proposition 9. Let S2 V and A2 V denote the secondsymmetric andexteriorpowers 
of somefinite-dimensional vector space V. There are canonical isomorphisms: 
s2 EndF( V) = EndF(S2 V) and X2 EndF( V) = EndF(A* V). 
Proof. Under the identification EndF( V) @I EndF( V) = EndF( V @ V), the 
element g corresponds to the endomorphism: 
g(v c3 v’) = v’ @ v for v, v’ E V. 
Therefore, there are natural isomorphisms: A2 V 3 im(1 - g) and S* V li 
coker( 1 - g) which map v A v’ to v @ v’ - v’ @ v and v . v’ to v @ v’ + im( 1 - g) 
respectively, for v, v’ E V. Now, with the notation of the preceding section, 
(EndF(V) @EndF(V)). (1 -g) = HomF(V@ V/ker(l -g), V@ V) 
and 
[( 1 - g) . (EndF( V) 18 EndF( V))]’ = HomF(coker( 1 - g), V @ V). 
Therefore, 
and 
s2 EndF( V) = EndF(coker( 1 - g)) = EndF(S* V) 
X2 EndF( V) = EndF( V @ V/ ker(1 - g)) = EndF(im(1 -g)) 
= EndF(A2 V). 0 
Corollary 10. Zf deg A = n, then 
and 
n(n - 1) 
deg X2A = 2 
n(n + 1) 
degs2A = 2. 
From Theorem 6, it follows that anti-automorphisms of A correspond to cer- 
tain right ideals Z c A @F A of dimension n4 - n2 (i.e. rank n2 - l), hence to 
rational points on the Brauer-Severi variety BS,z _ I (A 8’~ A). The condition 
Z n (A @I 1) = (0) defines an open subset of this variety. On the other hand, the 
condition 1 - g E Z amounts to: Z 3 (1 - g) . (A @IF A); from Corollary 8 it 
follows that this condition defines a closed subset of BS,+ I(A 63~ A) iso- 
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morphic to BS,(s*A), where r = n* - 1 - (n(n - 1)/2) = degs*A - 1. There- 
fore, involutions of orthogonal type are in one-one correspondence with the 
rational points in an open subset of BS,(s*A). 
If char F # 2, the condition (1 - g) . a = 0 implies 
a=(l+g).~E(l+g).(A~~A). 
On the other hand, since g 2=1wehave(1-g).(1+g)=0,hence 
[(A@FA).(l -g>]O= (1 +g).(A@A). 
Therefore, the condition: 1 + g E Z is equivalent o: 
(3) Z 1 [(A @‘F 4 . (1 - g)]O 
and Theorem 6 shows that, in arbitrary characteristic, symplectic involutions 
correspond to ideals satisfying this condition. Since 
[(A @F -4) . (1 - s)]OO = (A @‘F 4 . (1 -g), 
by (2), it follows from Corollary 8 that the right ideals satisfying (3) form a 
closed subvariety of BS,z _ 1 (A 8~ A) which is isomorphic to BS,(X*A), where 
s = degX*A - 1. 
To reduce to usual Brauer-Severi varieties, note that for every right ideal Z of 
rank r in a central simple algebra B of degree n, the set 
(I’)“” = {xop 1 x E Z”} c BoP 
is a right ideal of rank n - r in the opposite algebra B’p. The correspondence 
Z H (IO)"" defines an isomorphism of varieties: 
B&(B) x BS,-,(BoP). 
(See [lo, Chapter I].) 
Theorem 11. For every central simple algebra A of degree n over afield Fof arbi- 
trary characteristic, the map u H (f:)“” obtainedfrom Theorems 6and 7 defines a
one-one correspondence b tween involutions of orthogonal (resp. symplectic) type 
on ‘A and the rational points in an open subset 0 c B&(s2Aop) (resp. 
S c B&(A*A’p)). M oreover, the open set 8 is dense; the open set S is dense ifn is 
even and empty ifn is odd. 
Proof. Only the statements concerning the density of 0 and S remain to be 
proved. Extending scalars to a splitting field of A, we may assume A = M,(F). 
The transpose involution is an orthogonal involution on A, so 0 # 0. On the 
other hand, M,,(F) contains invertible alternating matrices if and only if n is 
even, hence S # 0 if and only if n is even. 0 
Using this result, we can give a quick proof of a theorem of Albert [2, Theo- 
rem 10.191: 
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Corollary 12. A central simple F-algebra A has an involution of theJirst kind if 
and only $A @$7 A splits. 
Proof. The ‘only if’ part is clear, since every involution defines an isomorphism 
A 2 A“p. Conversely, if A @F A splits, then s2A also splits since it is Brauer- 
equivalent to A @F A. The Brauer-Severi variety B&(s2Aop) is then a projec- 
tive space, hence every dense open set in this variety contains a rational point. 
The preceding theorem then yields an involution on A. 0 
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